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Enterprise Risk Management Case Study

Enterprise Risk Management  Sarbanes Oxley Compliance
Problem
To meet the Sarbanes Oxley legislation, BCBSNC required a solution that could house and manage information from
all relevant stakeholders along with the ability to report on that information. Additionally, BCBSNC desired a solution
that could also illustrate business processes and the corresponding risks and controls.

Before

After

Background
In anticipation of Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina (BCBSNC) converting from a nonprofit entity to a publicly
traded forprofit organization, the Sarbanes Oxley Assistance Project was started in February of 2003 with two major
objectives:
To document the company’s internal control structure
To develop a monitoring process to test the operating effectiveness of the controls documented
The Sarbanes Oxley legislation applies to public companies beginning December 2004. The legislation requires
documentation of an entity’s internal control structure and attestation by management and external auditor that the
necessary controls over financial reporting are in place and operating effectively.
Although the BCBSNC conversion request has been withdrawn, the Sarbanes Oxley Assistance Project was contin
ued at the request of senior management. Senior management recognized the value of internal controls as well as
the possibility that the regulations may (in the future) be extended to notforprofit companies. The project has also
provided momentum for creating a formal Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) function at BCBSNC.
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Solution
ENVISION® VIP was chosen and purchased to address the need for a shared multiuser repository to manage the
ERM data. Additionally, BCBSNC required the ability to report on the data. ENVISION® VIP was used on several
pilot projects and found to meet the requirements. The powerful and adaptable repository can be used to organize,
analyze, and manage any number of business models and data. Smart import capabilities allow existing data to be
easily added to the repository via such techniques as Copy/Paste, Drag & Drop, XML import/export capabilities, and
other smart import filters e.g. for easily importing Visio diagrams, Excel/Word/Access data tables, and other data.

We would like to acknowledge our gratitude for the opportunity of working with Chris Woodfin, Vice President & Chief
Risk Officer  BCBSNC and his excellent organization.
Over the course of several months, ENVISION® VIP was used to identify the various stakeholder organizations &
interests and design a comprehensive solution for the ERM group as it works to comply with the Sarbanes Oxley leg
islation for documentation of internal controls and attestation. Resources from both BCBSNC and FutureTech Sys
tems worked in tandem to create a solution that satisfied the needs and requirements of BCBSNC.
The solution includes the ability to graphically illustrate the business processes, the associated risks & controls, and
allows a user to extract & project any data housed and managed within the solution into usable reports. The reports
can be delivered in multiple formats including Word documents, spreadsheets, and web pages.
Simulated examples of some of the solution reports generated in ENVISION® VIP follow :
[Note some data has been altered to avoid disclosing possibly proprietary information.]
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Risk and Control Matrices
The Risk & Control Matrices are designed to identify risks throughout the process and the controls in place to mitigate
the identified risks. The document is organized by Risk/Control ID. Each Risk/Control ID item corresponds to the
same Risk/Control ID item on the process flows illustrated in ENVISION® VIP. Two sample matrix documents are
included below:

Figure 1.1 Risk Matrix Document

Figure 1.2 Control Matrix Document
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Gap Analysis Document
The Gap Analysis document is designed to further describe gaps identified in various Risk & Control Matrices and
to provide tactical remediation plans to address the identified gaps. Gaps were identified in the Risk & Control Ma
trix when the control relationship was assessed as anything less than strong. An example table from the Gap
Analysis document is shown below:

Figure 2.1 Gap Analysis Document

Some of the reports come in the form of spreadsheets:
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Pre and PostControls Risk Scoring Tables
The Risk Scoring Tables are designed to standardize the scoring of process risks across the organization. Values
are assessed based on pre and postControls. They are measured by Financial Impact and Likelihood Before Con
trols with values ranging from Low (L), Medium (M), to High (H). The values then determine the placement of the
Risk within the graphical matrix illustration, also maintained within ENVISION® VIP. An example of the Risk Scor
ing Table is as follows:

Figure 3.1 PreControl Risk Scoring Table

Figure 3.2 PostControl Risk Scoring Table
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Process Flows
In addition to the reports, Process Flows are created and graphically represented within the ENVISION® repository.
These process flows represent the business process by business area within BCBSNC. Additionally, the Risks and
Controls identified in the report documentation can also be graphically represented and associated with an appro
priate business process. An example of a process flow and its associated Risks and/or Controls appears below:

Figure 4.1 Example of a process flow and its associated Risks and/or Controls

Within this process flow, the associated risks are illustrated by the yellow and green circles. The colors of the risks
are directly related to the level the risks have been identified. For example, yellow is representative of a medium
level risk and green is associated with a lowlevel risk.

Additionally, the process flow is further defined to highlight which of the processes within the flow are identified as a
Control process. These are differentiated by their color. The processes that are colored green have been identified
as Control processes.
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Traceability/Decomposition
One of the primary benefits of using ENVISION® VIP is the ability to decompose BCBSNC’s Core Business Proc
esses down to their desktop procedures. The tool provides the ability to not only graphically represent the decompo
sition of business processes to an unlimited number of levels, but to also illustrate the Risks and Controls that are
identified and associated with them.
To illustrate this, below is an example of the decomposition of the Enterprise Core Business Process, Enroll and Bill
Customers, down to the desktop procedure, Setting up a Bank Draft.
Clicking on the object illustrating Enroll and Bill Customers takes you to another process diagram that is a firstlevel
decomposition of that Core Business Process……

Figure 5.1 Example of Clicking on the object Enroll and Bill Customers
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Traceability/Decomposition Cont..
….clicking on Maintain Group and Member
Information takes you to another level of
decomposition…..

Figure 5.2 Example of Clicking on the object
Maintain Group and Member Information

….clicking on Maintain Member Information
takes you to another level of decomposi
tion…..

Figure 5.3 Example of Clicking on the object
Maintain Member Information
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Traceability/Decomposition Cont..
….clicking on the object that represents
Bank Drafts on a process diagram, ICA,
takes you to yet another level of decompo
sition….

Figure 5.4 Example after clicking on ICA

….finally, on this process diagram for Bank
Drafts, there is an object representing Setting up
a Bank Draft. Clicking on this object takes you
to a graphical illustration of the desktop proce
dure for Setting up a Bank Draft.

Figure 5.5 Example after clicking on ICA
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Traceability/Decomposition Cont..
Additionally, Risk Management Controls can be included in the process diagrams where appropriate. In the exam
ple above, the control (Send Confirmation Letter to Subscriber) is evident in both the process diagram for Bank
Drafts and the desktop procedure Setting up a Bank Draft.
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Common Procedure Reference Library
Desktop procedures can now be managed and controlled in a
common repository to ensure ALL help desk analysts are pro
viding current & consistent information. The example shows
an actual sample for Setting up a Bank Draft.
Figure 5.8 Generated Report After Clicking View Draft Doc
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“Envision Your Enterprise!”
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